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Michigan will always be known as the automobile capital of the world, but the Great Lakes State boasts a similarly rich
heritage in the development of boat building in America. By the late nineteenth century, Michigan had emerged as the
industry’s hub, drawing together the most talented designers, builders, and engine makers to produce some of the
fastest and most innovative boats ever created. Within decades, gifted Michigan entrepreneurs like Christopher
Columbus Smith, John L. Hacker, and Gar Wood had established some of the nation’s top boat brands and brought the
prospect of boat ownership within reach for American consumers from all ranges of income. More than just
revolutionizing recreational boating, Michigan boat builders also left their mark on history—from developing the speedy
runabouts favored by illicit rum-runners during the Prohibition era to creating the landing craft that carried Allied forces to
shores in Europe and the Pacific in WWII. In Making Waves, Scott M. Peters explores this intriguing story of people,
processes, and products—of an industry that evolved in Michigan but would change boating across the world.
Over the past two decades, concern about the environment has brought with it a tremendous increase in recycling in the United
States and around the world. For many, it has become not only a civic, but also a moral obligation. Long before our growing levels
of waste became an environmental concern, however, recycling was a part of everyday life for many Americans, and for a variety
of reasons. From rural peddlers who traded kitchen goods for scrap metal to urban children who gathered rags in exchange for
coal, individuals have been finding ways to reuse discarded materials for hundreds of years. In Cash for Your Trash, Carl A.
Zimring provides a fascinating history of scrap recycling, from colonial times to the present. Moving beyond the environmental
developments that have shaped modern recycling enterprises, Zimring offers a unique cultural and economic portrait of the private
businesses that made large-scale recycling possible. Because it was particularly common for immigrants to own or operate a
scrap business in the nineteenth century, the history of the industry reveals much about ethnic relationships and inequalities in
American cities. Readers are introduced to the scrapworkers, brokers, and entrepreneurs who, like the materials they handled,
were often marginalized. Integrating findings from archival, industrial, and demographic records, Cash for Your Trash
demonstrates that over the years recycling has served purposes far beyond environmental protection. Its history and evolution
reveals notions of Americanism, the immigrant experience, and the development of small business in this country.
Committee Serial No. 89-19. Considers H.R. 51 and identical H.R. 3833 and H.R. 4789, companion S. 360, and related H.R. 4412,
to establish the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore to preserve for public use portions of the Indiana dunes in the Lake Michigan
area of Indiana. Hearing was held in Valparaiso, Ind.

Jan. 2003- : "7 directories in 1: section 1: alphabetical section; section 2: business section; section 3: telephone number
section; section 4: street guide; section 5: map section; section 6: movers & shakers; section 7: demographic summary."
Includes Part 1, Number 1: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions to Periodicals (January - June)
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